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Further Reading Barnhill, David Landis. Both of these limitations, it could be argued, are contrary to true
sustainability. For example in , Naess presents a long list of people he associates with the movement, many of
whom are rather or even entirely shallow in their environmental orientation. The underlying assumption seems
to be the highly contentious one that what life occurs naturally in this part of the universe is always of value,
or more generally, Nature is benign and good, at least hereabouts. To some extent, this combined
discrimination and lack of discrimination again reflects the conceptual murkiness of deep ecology; to some
extent it is symptomatic of other old-consciousness malignancies, both within the notion and as regards its use.
According to utilitarianism what ought to be done, as well as what is best, is determined through what affords
maxi-. Many Earth First! Secondly, shallow ecology so-called, or the shallow ecological movement, is not
restricted in the way Naess and others have suggested. Part of what is sought with the egalitarian principle â€”
limited interference, human interference to an extent and on a scale far below tnat present prevailing â€” is
already afforded a basis in the theme of values-innature and outside the human sphere, since interference with
what is of value is ipso facto limited. Elsewhere in Naess proceeds to identify with deep ecology several other
positions or movements which only overlap it, and which may be substantially shallow such as green politics
and new natural philosophies. For one thing, equal rights are characteristically based on equal merit or equal
worth. Something like that is what Naess sometimes seems to mean. More damaging to the movement is that
several of the advertised prophets of deep ecology verge on the shallow. But even so it hardly achieves the
requisite separation, since intermediate positions can, and do, grant or maintain some such principle of limited
or reduced interference thus e. Because of the fundamental character of the questioning, spiritual ideas and
values would usually be involved. Links with other movements Parallels have been drawn between deep
ecology and other movements, in particular the animal rights movement and Earth First!. Experiential
Drawing upon the Buddhist tradition is the work of Joanna Macy. Such a principle of Limited Interference
deserves, in any case, separate formulation which it usually gains in Deep Ecology platforms. It provides a
foundation for the environmental and green movements and has led to a new system of environmental ethics.
Indeed, part of the problem with the selection of prophets is that mechanism is seen as the main bogey â€”
when it is only one of the forms metaphysically underpinning sltillower positions, Cartesian dualism being
another â€” with the result that work that simply attacks mechanism and its variants and also advocates some
sort of environmental way, gets accounted deep. By learning from other approaches, deep ecology can become
even more significant to the notion of sustainability. A major source of trouble has been the biocentric and
egalitarian assumptions included in earlier formulations of deep positions. Take for instance a life of pain and
suffering and little or no happiness: it has a substantial net negative utility. Moreover, it is unnecessary to go
beyond local Nature, or human nature, to find evil life flourishing; human life provides examples in
comparative abundance. But even if every living thing were assigned value, it would not follow in the way
sometimes in validly argued that every thing has it equally. The initial objective function, that of universal
self-realisation, or total utility, is off-target. Naess, , p. Some critics would argue, for instance, that political
and economic structures, such as industrial capitalism and the nation-state, are principal agents of
environmental pillage. Transpersonal psychology has been used by Warwick Fox to support this idea. What is
generally presupposed is that other objects â€” animals, plants and their communities â€” are never of very
much importance compared with humans. Instead, he was making an empirical claim based on overwhelming
evidence that global social movements, from the grass roots up, consist of people with very diverse religious,
philosophical, cultural, and personal orientations. Before million years ago there was no life on earth. There
will be a profound awareness of the difference between big and great. A critical deep ecology makes the
approach more sustainable in two senses. Deep ecology has had a broad general influence on the green
movement by providing an independent ethical platform for Green parties, political ecologists and
environmentalists. So in practice does most utilitarianism. The first is a profound inquiry into the beliefs and
values concerning nonhuman nature and our ontological and ethical relationship to it. In fact there is a
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considerable lack of discrimination among the pace-setters of the movement about who and what is accounted
within deep ecology, and some unwarranted discrimination from this exclusive club. Similarly, the
requirement of biospecies impartiality is a special case of the requirement of class or natural group
impartiality,. These literal reformulations should also, presumably, be extended to encompass artificial things
like buildings and works of art? Further, both hold that the actions of modern civilization threaten global
ecological well-being. Special places, for instance, are especially valuable. This can be seen as a part of a
process of expanding the prevailing system of ethics to wider groupings.


